Let your dreams take flight

2020

DIRECT FROM
LONDON AND NEW YORK

Featuring Olivier Award
nominated
stars Dan and Jeff!

“Gloriously Goofy!”The New York Times

HHHH “THE SINGLE FUNNIEST THING
I HAVE SEEN IN AGES…YOU’RE
GONNA LOVE THIS SHOW” Toronto Star

HHHH “Blissfully funny, a winner in every way!” The Guardian
“It’s madcap. It’s silly… It’s infectious!”

Boston Globe

Performed to sold out houses in
• Boston
• Charlotte
• Chicago
• Cleveland

• Houston
• Las Vegas
• Philadelphia
• Pittsburgh

• San Francisco
• Toronto
• Washington

and more

ALL SEVEN

HARRY
POTTER

BOOKS IN
SEVENTY
HILARIOUS
MINUTES!

• Two successful summer engagements at the
Little Shubert Theater in New York
• Three record-breaking engagements in Chicago
and Toronto
• Over 200 performances in Las Vegas
Watch BBC’s Dan and Jeff take on the ultimate challenge, with
the help of endless costumes, brilliant songs, ridiculous props,
and a generous helping of Hogwart’s magic. This fantastically
funny show features all your favorite characters, a special
appearance from a very frightening fire-breathing dragon,
and even a game of Quidditch involving the audience!

THEATER

photo: Seanna Kennedy Photography

Bend It Like Beckham the Musical cast, Toronto production

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED WEST END HIT BASED ON THE HIT FILM THAT GROSSED OVER $100 MILLION WORLDWIDE!
“This is a high-energy show. Where other musicals have one
choreographer, this show boasts three – Gino Berti, Daniel Ezralow
(whose suitably sporty credits include the opening ceremony for
the Sochi Olympics) and, for the Indian dance sequences, Longinus
Fernandes, whose work was seen in Slumdog Millionaire.
No surprise, then, that the production – directed by another

Written and Directed by Gurinder Chadha, director and writer of the film;
Music by Howard Goodall (West End composer, numerous Rowan
Atkinson TV productions), Lyrics by Charles Hart (Phantom of the Opera).

“THE BEST BRITISH
MUSICAL IN YEARS!”
- Sunday Express -

“FANTASTIC... A HIT”
- The Guardian -

choreographer, Madeline Paul – is one big, exciting ensemble
dance number after the other. The Punjabi parents dance bhangra,
their trendy daughters favour sexy Bollywood routines and the
hard-charging Harriers perform like their own cheerleading squad.
When the latter are onstage, the mix of adrenalin and estrogen is
intoxicating.” - The Globe and Mail

“A JOYOUS HYMN
TO GIRL POWER”
- Evening Standard -

“THE MUSICAL I NEEDED...
A HIT!”
- The Globe and Mail -

THEATER

The Art World’s
Biggest Secret

over 80 original works
“Astounding! Breathtaking!
Some of the vandal’s best work!”
- The Globe and Mail

110,000 TICKETS SOLD IN TORONTO

Everybody is talking about Banksy’s prank of shredding his Balloon Girl painting and we’ve got one!
Don’t miss your chance to see the unshredded Balloon Girl among 80 original works by the most
intriguing artist in modern history.
This is the largest compilation of Banksy’s works ever exhibited. Included in this private collection are
original paintings, prints, sculptures and rare behind-the-scenes photographs of Banksy in action.

This exhibition is not authorized by Banksy and not curated in collaboration with the artist. All art is owned by private collectors who legally bought the art.

SPECIAL

Fromthe creators of Atelier des Lumières
“ T he best the world has to off er!  
Immersive art experiences in
Europe are engaging the next
generation in art, history, music
and technology. We are proud
to be pioneers in bringing this
innovation in experiential digital
art to audiences all over the world.”
Corey Ross & Svetlana Dvoretsky,
INSIDE Van Gogh Producers

Blockbuster Immersive and Massive
Fromthe masterful creators of the Parisian Atelier des Lumières Van Gogh exhibition,
the smash-hit experience that has attracted more than two million visitors, comes
an all-new visually stunning achievement that invites you to step into the mind and
artistic genius of Vincent van Gogh as never before.
The world premiere exhibition, INSIDEVan Gogh, evokes the highly emotional, chaotic,
and poetic inner consciousness of the great artist. Van Gogh’s masterpieces are taken
to triumphant new heights and come alive through an all-encompassing sensory
experience of art, light, sound, movement and imagination.
The result is a boundless, immersive exhibition that is formative, transformative
and not to be missed.
SPECIAL

Secrets of the Sea has been bringing their awe-inspiring
giant inflatable puppets to dazzle audiences around the
world. These fantastical sea creatures fly and dance and
even play with the audience as they glide through the
streets. Secrets of the Sea is the ideal event to bring to
your public space, theme park or festival.
These sea creatures gather together to tell their story of
a pearl – the classic tale of good and evil, with a happy
ending of course!
Secrets of the Sea recently floated in Guadalajara,
Mexico, to a record-breaking festival audience of
over 150,000 that were thrilled with the puppets
and accompanying fireworks display.

Performs for audiences
1,000 to 150,000!
SPECIAL

Don’t miss Edvin Marton as he joins Cirque De Monte Carlo!
Cirque De Monte Carlo is one of the leaders in
contemporary circus arts, combining it with music, dance
and theatre in a boundary-breaking manner.
Edvin Marton is considered by the critics as the most gifted
violin player and composer of our time. His unique classical
crossover, cinematic, epic music compositions and arrangements
of the greatest classical and Pop/Rock hits have made him a Gold
and Platinum artist in Europe, Russia and China.
Edvin Marton: Stradivarius – it is an unforgettable, thrilling
concert show. At the show with the orchestra Edvin Marton plays
his own greatest hits: Grandioso, Fanatico, Tosca Fantasy, Malibu
Sunset and many more. The genius virtuoso violinist also plays
the greatest Pop/Rock hits like Clocks by Coldplay, Bohemian
Rhapsody by Queen, Nothing Else Matters by Metallica.

Performing with the iconic
Antonius Stradivarius 1699
violin in a way you have
never heard before!

MUSIC

The acrobatic version of Tschaikovsky’s classical ballet is a sensational show where
circus and ballet gets into a new dimension. The Nutcracker’s wonderful sizzling tunes
will be brought alive by Edvin Marton, the Hungarian-born world-famous violinist.
Exceptional grace, power and perfection of the circus art ennoble the classical ballet.
Incredible acrobats and dancers will enchant your imagination as never before with
fantastic costumes and beautiful visual stage background artwork.

THEATER

“BEAUTIFUL, MOVING AND STUNNINGLY EMOTIONAL“

AS SEEN IN LAS VEGAS
AND DUBAI

- Sussex Newspaper

BELIEVE

“EVEN MORE SPECTACULAR THAN THE ORIGINAL FILM“
- Evening Times

Adapted from the hit film by its Academy Award-Winning screenwriter, Bruce Joel Rubin, Ghost The Musical
follows Sam and Molly, a young couple whose connection takes a shocking turn after Sam’s untimely death.
Trapped between two worlds, Sam refuses to leave Molly when he learns she is in grave danger. Desperate
to communicate with her, he turns to a storefront psychic, Oda Mae Brown, who helps him protect Molly and
avenge his death. The musical features The Righteous Brothers’ Unchained Melody alongside many more
terrific songs co-written by Eurythmics’ Dave Stewart.
THEATER
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Prepare to be transported into a world of water, wonder and fantasy. Experience the
internationally-acclaimed production, seen by more than 2.5 million people, that
transforms the ordinary into the extraordinary. More than 30 artists fly, flip, fold, dance
and defy the imagination in a 180 degree theatrical setting that engages the audience
from beginning to end with 3D multi-media projections, water walls, and holograms.
Add breathtaking acrobatics, dazzling choreography, magnificent music and even
finalists from America’s Got Talent, and you are sure to be wowed!
THEATER

Theld's
wogrgestble
bi ata !
l
infparty

‘Relive every 90s game show
fantasy you ever had’

DIRECT FROM LONDON’S WEST END

TIME OUT

“CLASSIC ILLUSIONS
WITH NEW
TECHNO-TWISTS.”
- Chicago Tribune

THE ULTIMATE
PARTY PLAYGROUND!

300 metres of bouncy mayhem

FOR ADULTS!

SPECIAL

The Monster is the world’s largest inflatable obstacle
course, and the ultimate pleasure party for ADULTS!
Featuring live DJ’s, giant flamingo and unicorn ball pits,
huge inflatable palm trees, street food, bars, glitter
stations, live action-cams on the giant screen, and of
course, the star of the show - The Monster - a 300 meter
long inflatable obstacle course with 42 insane obstacles
including a ‘19m mega slide’, ‘tunnel of love’ and ‘bouncy
cage of doom’. All of this combined with high end sound,
lighting and special effects makes The Monster the most
ridiculously fun day out you could possibly imagine!

JAMIE ALLAN’S

HIGH-TECH HOUDINI

Jamie Allan is the world leader
for theatrical, technological
magic. As seen on Penn and
Tellers Fool Us and star of the BBC,
Jamie works with cutting-edge
technology such as augmented
reality, 3D video-mapping, and
stunning micro illusions that happen
with audience members own devices!
All combined with spectacular modern
twists on the worlds greatest illusions.
SPECIAL

VERBA
SHADOW SHOW

Be fascinated by
the magic of shadow!
VERBA builds bridges over language, age
and cultural barriers with the help of shadow
theatre art. VERBA is the only theatre in the
world which combines shadow and light
effects, 3D visuals, acting and professional
acrobatics, drawing inspiration from famous
films, TV series and cartoons.
VERBA Shadow Theatre has gained global
recognition and adoring fans, both young and
old alike. VERBA has created many programs
including “Shadow Hollywood”, “Kingdom of
Shadows” and “Shadow Space”.
VERBA believes in strong family values and
uniting interests across the generations.

THEATER

Speechless shows mime not on its own but as a major element
supported by cutting-edge technology: videos, LED screens,
3D animation, lighting, effects and rich music.
Without uttering a single word, we are shown humanity’s constant
confrontation with the world that surrounds us. Speechless sets before us a
mirror through which we can see ourselves in an original and amusing way.

THEATER

THEATER
Bend It Like Beckham the Musical
Ghost the Musical
Potted Potter: The Unauthorized Harry Experience
Speechless: One Man’s Journey in a 3D World
Verba – Shadow Show
Wow

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Jamie Allan’s iMagician
Inside Van Gogh
Secrets of the Sea
The Art of Banksy
The Monster

MUSIC
Edvin Marton – Monte Cirque
Edvin Marton – Stradivarius
Edvin Marton – Nutcracker

For more information please contact:
Corey Ross, CEO
647 449 1830 | corey@starvoxent.com
Vicente Fusco
+52 1 81 1080 3420 | vicente@starvoxent.com
Jessica Johnston
416 323 2738 | jessica@starvoxent.com
Valeriy Kostyuk
416 323 2727 | valeriy@starvoxent.com

www.starvoxtouring.com
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